FIRE CHIEF IS KILLED AT DUTY'S POST

David Campbell Burns to Death Beneath Falling Walls.

EXPIOSION FOLLOWS STEP

Veteran Head of Department Sacrifices Life at Union Oil Company's Plant.

WIFE AT FATALITY SCENE

Twelve Run Just in Time to Escape Great Crash.

ASSISTANT YOUNG HURT

Victims of Flames Enter Building as Smoke Descends, Paying No Mind to Warning—15,000 Whose Decorating Configuration.

DOCTOR'S LIFE MENACED

Police Promptly Before Thrust of Suspected Anti-Vaccinationists.

BATTLESHIP UTAH IS FAST

New Craft 325 Knots Faster Than Current Requirement.

FUNK IS ANNOYED BY VAGUE THREATS

Lorimer Inquiry Wontiess Complaines.

DETECTIVES DO HIS STEPS


$10,000 INCIDENT TO VANCOUVER

General Manager of International Harvester Company Takes Suits Committee Encourages Sought Cash for South Fund.

ARMY WILL NOT QUIT VANCOUVER

Forst Lanton and Wright May Be Acknowledged.

WELL DISAPPEARS ALASKAN CLAIMS

Secretary Rules in Famous Coal Cases.

EVIDENCE HELD CONCLUSIVE

Last Door Believed Closed to Cunningham Claimants.

BELLINGER NOT REVERSED

Ex-Secretary, in Signed Statement, Says Claims Not Under His Jurisdiction; Calls Decision Political, Not Judicial.

CHECK TAKES FIRST CHANCE

Chief Takes First Chance.

When Chief Campbell went on the scene of the explosion, he said, "I see a fellow in the blaze with his clothes on fire. He must have been hurt. He is wearing a white shirt and red pants. I hope I can get to him in time to save him." The fellow described was shot in the leg, and the flames were burning his clothes. The situation was critical, but the Chief did not hesitate. He charged forward, and the flames were put out with water. The fellow was saved, and the Chief was praised for his quick action. The Chief was not badly burned, but his clothes were completely destroyed. He was taken to the hospital, where he was treated for his injuries. The Chief was a brave and dedicated man, and his actions were an inspiration to all who knew him.